
The De�nition of Dark, Grey and Bright Time at INGI. Skillen, Isaa Newton Group, Apartado 321, 38700 Santa Cruz de La Palma, SpainThe algorithm used to partition telesope time at ING into dark, grey and bright ategories, whih is based onthe moonless fration of eah night, is shown to be an inonsistent measure of sky surfae brightness beause itignores the e�et of the daily hange in longitude of the Sun on the illuminated fration, k, of the Moon. Thisis manifested by frequently-ourring large di�erenes in k on, for example, �rst and last bright nights within alunation. In � 15% of all �rst/last bright nights in the same lunation, �k � 0:25, and �k an be as high as 0:35.This orresponds to di�erenes in the sky surfae brightness of Vsky � 1 magnitude/arse2 with the Moon in thesky for the same fration of the night.An improved partitioning sheme, in terms of the lunar illuminated fration ating as a proxy for the sky brightnessomponent from sattered moonlight, and quanti�ed in terms of its impat on observing eÆieny, is derived:Dark: 0:00 � k < 0:25; Grey: 0:25 � k < 0:65; Bright: 0:65 � k � 1:00This sheme has a smaller range than the legay method in the number of nights in eah ategory over long base-lines, and averaged over a Saros yle yields the same number of dark nights, four more grey nights and four fewerbright nights per semester. The range in Vsky at low airmass, orresponding to high galati- and elipti latitudesat solar minimum, and at an angular separation from the Moon of � 90Æ, is 21:2 � 21:9 magnitudes/arse2 fordark time, and 19:9�21:2 and 18:0�19:9 magnitudes/arse2 respetively for the moonlit parts of grey and brighttime. For the mean sky, i.e. over all latitudes � 90Æ from the Moon, these ranges are � 0:5 magnitude/arse2brighter beause of the enhaned ontributions of airglow, zodiaal light and starlight.1 IntrodutionA glane at the night sky in La Palma indiates that the method used to partition telesopetime into dark, grey and bright ategories is problemati. The sky surfae brightness dependsprimarily on the illuminated fration of the Moon, but the frational illumination on, for exam-ple, the �rst bright night of a lunation varies notieably from lunation to lunation. To illustratethis, 6/7th November 2000 and 29/30th May 2001 were both designated as �rst bright night ina lunation, but the illuminated fration of the Moon at 0h UT on these nights was 75% and 51%respetively. This di�erene in illuminated fration orresponds to a di�erene in sky brightnessof � 1 magnitude/arse2.Inonsistent partitioning of lunations an lead to a mis-math between programme requirementsand atual onditions; a programme given a spei� grey-time award, based on some assumed\typial" grey-time sky bakground, an be sheduled in signi�antly brighter onditions, andvie versa, and this is detrimental to observing eÆieny. Also, if the number of, for example,grey nights in a semester is not adequately quanti�ed, this impats the supply-and-demand forsuh nights.These onsiderations, and the need to have a good understanding of the distribution of skybrightness levels as the WHT moves towards a signi�ant fration of queue-sheduled observing,prompted a reappraisal of the legay method used at ING, and of a better alternative to it. Thepurpose of this doument is to derive a onsistent and sensible partitioning of telesope timeinto dark, grey and bright ategories for lassial telesope sheduling. A related doument willdisuss the distribution of sky brightness onditions as a preursor to eÆient queue loading forqueue-sheduled observing, and tools to give on-the-y predition of sky brightness in arbitrary1



lines-of-sight and at arbitrary times, in order to optimise the math of sky onditions withObserving Blok requirements.2 Partitioning: The Legay MethodA desription of the algorithm used, de�ned and omputed by the RGO up to 2001, is not avail-able. Analysis of legay software indiated that a quantity alled Moon phase, d, is partitionedsuh that when d � 0:6485 the night is dark, when d � 0:35 the night is bright, and remainingnights are grey. Inspetion of the input �les to this software shows that d is the number ofhours of astronomial darkness for whih the Moon is at zenith distane z > 90, divided by thenumber of hours of nautial darkness. This parameter therefore di�ers from the fration of thenight that is dark by a saling fator of � 0:9, so that 0 � d �< 0:9.2.1 Moonless Fration of the NightAlthough there is merit to using the fration of eah night that is moonless to de�ne dark time (itonstrains the duration of the moonlit part of every night in dark time), it does permit a variationin sky brightness in this �< 30% moonlit part, and there is less merit in this approah as theMoon ages, i.e. in de�ning grey and bright time. As the sky brightens the fous should hangeto quantifying the e�ets of the higher bakground on observing eÆieny. This algorithm antherefore be ritiized in several aspets:� it does not relate diretly to the illuminated fration of the Moon, i.e. to the primary auseof the enhanement of the sky bakground at some point over moonless onditions.� it is internally inonsistent: a given bright period an be asymmetrial with respet to fullMoon by up to � 3 nights, and therefore up to � 3 grey nights in one lunation an bebrighter than the �rst (or last) bright night in the same lunation.� the baseline value of the metri itself, i.e. the ratio of astronomial and nautial darkness,varies from d0 � 0:86 in Summer to d0 � 0:92 in Winter.� it yields, on average, onsiderably fewer grey than dark and bright nights; the numberof grey nights ould inrease at the expense of bright nights, thereby smoothing pressurefators.Table 1 lists two widely-spaed examples whih illustrate the inonsistenies in the V sky bright-ness, omputed at representative points � 90Æ through the zenith from the Moon, whih anresult from this partitioning sheme. It is seen that grey periods immediately preeding and su-eeding a bright period an di�er very signi�antly in sky brightness. For example, the two greynights bounding a bright period an di�er in sky brightness by up to � 1:3 magnitude/arse2and have the Moon present for the same fration of the night (by de�nition of this partition-ing algorithm). Also, grey nights an be up to � 1 magnitude/arse2 brighter than �rst/lastbright nights in the adjaent bright period, and have the Moon present for a similar fration ofthe night. This has a signi�ant impat on observing eÆieny; for example, observing (in thevisible) a V � 21 magnitude point soure in a bakground enhaned from V � 20:6 to V � 19:6magnitudes/arse2, orresponds to a loss in observing eÆieny of � 40% (Appendix 2).2



Table 1Night k Vsky Category28/07/1990 0.45 20.5 Grey29/07/1990 0.54 20.2 Grey30/07/1990 0.63 19.9 Grey31/07/1990 0.72 19.6 Grey01/08/1990 0.80 19.4 First Bright12/08/1990 0.58 20.1 Bright13/08/1990 0.46 20.5 Last Bright14/08/1990 0.35 20.9 Grey15/08/1990 0.24 21.2 Grey16/08/1990 0.15 21.5 Grey27/04/2001 0.20 21.4 Grey28/04/2001 0.31 21.0 Grey29/04/2001 0.42 20.6 Grey30/04/2001 0.53 20.3 First Bright01/05/2001 0.65 19.9 Bright11/05/2001 0.81 19.3 Last Bright12/05/2001 0.72 19.6 Grey13/05/2001 0.64 19.9 Grey14/05/2001 0.54 20.2 Grey15/05/2001 0.45 20.5 GreyThese inonsistenies our frequently. For example, over a long time baseline the di�erene infrational lunar illumination, �k, between �rst and last bright nights of the same lunation anbe as high as 0:35, and �k � 0:20 in � 30% of lunations, �k � 0:25 in � 15% of lunations and�k � 0:30 in � 5% of lunations. In � 43% of lunations �k � 0:10. It is emphasised that foreah of these asymmetri �rst/last bright nights, the Moon would be in the sky for the samefration of the night by de�nition of the partitioning algorithm.2.2 Illuminated Fration of the MoonThe illuminated fration, k, of the Moon's dis presented to the Earth is dependent on therelative positions of the Moon and Sun, and is given by2k = 1 + os i (1)where i is the lunar phase angle, i.e. the angular separation of the Earth and Sun as viewed fromthe Moon, and 0 � i � 180. It is approximated to within � 0:001 (Meeus, 1998) by substitutingos i � � os � os(�� ��) (2)where � is the Moon's latitude, and �, �� are the longitude of the Moon and Sun respe-tively. The loal hour angle, H0, orresponding to rising and setting of the Moon, is osH0 =� tan� tan Æ, where � is the observer's latitude, and Æ is the Moon's delination, and the Moon3



is below the horizon for a period of Dm = 24(� � H0)=� hours. Partitioning the fration ofDm whih ours in astronomial darkness therefore orrelates strongly with partitioning theMoon's longitude, � (the Moon's latitude j�j �< 5:3Æ), but ignores the hange in longitude of theSun by � 1Æ per day.Suppose the Moon's longitude is partitioned at 90Æ (M1) and at 270Æ (M2) beyond new Moon(Figure 1). When the Moon is at M1 the longitude of the Sun, now at S1, has also inreased,and (� � ��)M1 < 90Æ, so that by (1) and (2) less than 50% of the Moon's dis is illuminated.When the Moon is at M2, the Sun is at S2, and (� � ��)M2 > 90Æ, and so more than 50% ofthe Moon's dis is illuminated. This is the basi mehanism by whih the envelopes of dark,grey and bright ategories, as de�ned by the fration of the night that is dark, beome skewedin terms of sky surfae brightness.
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Figure 1. Relative longitudes of the Moon and Sun in a lunationHowever, the real situation is more omplex; the Moon's orbit has a small eentriity of � 0:055,and many perturbations at upon it. The major e�ets of this in the present ontext are thatthe daily rate of the Moon's longitude is not onstant, the line of apsides joining perigee andapogee rotates with a period of � 8:6 years in a prograde sense, and the line of nodes rotateswith a period of � 18:6 years in a retrograde sense. The e�et of ignoring the daily motion ofthe Sun in longitude is therefore modulated by these non-linear aspets of the Moon's motion. Itis this that auses the observed variation in onsisteny of the de�nition of dark, grey and brighttime over several seasons, so that the �rst bright night in a lunation an be similar to, or eithermuh fainter or brighter than, the last bright night in the same lunation. For example, if theMoon reahes � M1 late and reahes � M2 early (� M1 and � M2 refer to atual partitioninglongitudes, not neessarily at � = �90Æ from new Moon), then (� � ��)M1 > (� � ��)M2 , and�rst bright night will be brighter than last bright night, and vie versa. These arguments ofourse also apply to the partition between dark and grey ategories.Partitioning lassially-sheduled time in terms of the number of days from new Moon is alsoinonsistent in terms of lunar phase and sky brightness; the above-mentioned aspets of thelunar orbit onspire so that times of �rst and seond quadratures an vary by almost 2 days,i.e. from � 6 days to � 8 days from new Moon. Therefore \days from new Moon" does notsample a onsistent illuminated fration, although the inonsistenies are less marked than thosedesribed in Setion 2.1.The diret way to partition lassially-sheduled time is in terms of sky brightness itself, sine4



it is this whih impats the signal-to-noise ratios for observations of a given integration time.3 Sky Surfae Brightness EstimationThe main ontributors to the moonless sky optial surfae brightness in a line-of-sight and ina spei� bandpass are airglow, the zodiaal light and starlight. Benn and Ellison (1998) (seeAppendix 1) �nd the high galati latitude, high elipti latitude, zenith V sky brightness atsolar minimum to be V = 21:9 magnitudes/arse2. The sky is brighter at low latitudes by � 0:4magnitude/arse2, and at higher airmasses by � 0:3 magnitude/arse2 (at X � 1:5), and dueto variable solar ativity, the airglow omponent is brighter by � 0:4 magnitude/arse2 at solarmaximum. There is no dependene on extintion, AV , for AV < 0:25 magnitude/airmass.In the moonlit sky, the main ontributions to the optial sky brightness are the illuminated fra-tion of the Moon's dis, followed in importane by the angular distane between the Moon andthe line-of-sight. Smaller dependenes are on the Moon's airmass and atmospheri extintion.The ontribution from sattered moonlight when the illuminated fration of the Moon is �> 0:15exeeds the spatial variations from airglow, zodiaal light and starlight, and so to partitionlassially-sheduled telesope time it is suÆient to partition by the illuminated fration of theMoon's dis, ating as a proxy for sky surfae brightness due to sattered moonlight.3.1 Sattered MoonlightTwo sattering mehanisms dominate the bakground from moonlight; Mie sattering by aerosolsand Rayleigh sattering by moleules. Mie sattering is highly forward, and so Rayleigh sat-tering dominates for sattering angles (i.e. angular distane from the Moon) �> 90Æ.Krisiunas & Shaefer (1991) (see Appendix 1) give sattering formulae to ompute the on-tribution of moonlight to the sky bakground at some airmass as a funtion of lunar phase,lunar zenith distane, distane from the Moon and extintion. These are normalised to JKTmeasurements of the moonlit sky made by Chris Benn in 1998, by multiplying by a saling fatorof �2:4.The presene of dust will also enhane the sky bakground, both in the moonless sky, and moresigni�antly in the present ontext, in the moonlit sky; this is not onsidered in these satteringformulae.The mean �Vmoon is omputed from these formulae with the Moon at zenith distane1 60Æ, asa funtion of lunar illuminated fration in inrements of 0:1, and at sattering angles rangingfrom 30Æ to 120Æ in inrements of 5Æ, measured both in the azimuthal diretion and in altitude(Figure 2). The omputed di�erenes in both diretions at a given sattering angle are only afew per ent.The e�et of dereasing the Moon's zenith distane on �Vmoon at a given distane from it issmall, �< 0:1 magnitude, i.e roughly same size as the points in Figure 2 (�Vmoon does however1Zenith distane of 60Æ for the Moon is hosen in these alulations so that sattering angles of up to 120Æ areaommodated at airmasses � 2. 5



fall o� rapidly by � 1 magnitude/arse2 when the Moon is low on the horizon).-5
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Figure 2: The brightening of the dark sky (V = 21:9 magnitudes/arse2, orresponding tolow airmass, high elipti and galati latitude, and solar minimum) by sattered moonlight,alulated as a funtion of lunar phase and angular distane from the Moon.Therefore, Figure 2 forms a onsistent basis for quantifying the e�ets of moonlight on the skybakground at spei� sattering angles from the Moon. Several aspets of this are noteworthy:� As the sattering angle inreases, the ontribution of sattered moonlight to the sky bak-ground dereases up to � 90Æ, and then begins to inrease again when Rayleigh satteringdominates. Therefore, in the presene of moonlight, a good strategy is to observe in abroad annulus entred � 90Æ from the Moon1 whenever possible, in order to minimise thee�ets of sattered moonlight.� The gradient of sattered moonlight is remarkably at at sattering angles � 90Æ. Infat, even at full Moon, the range in sattered moonlight within 70Æ � 110Æ of the Moonis �Vmoon �< �0:1. Therefore, to quantify the ontribution from sattered moonlight to1Sattered moonlight � 90Æ from the Moon is highly polarised, and Baldry & Bland-Hawthorn (2001) proposedthe use of a polariser to allow `dark-time' observations to be made in bright onditions in this region of the sky.6



sky brightness partitioned by illuminated lunar fration, it is sensible to do so in terms of�Vmoon omputed � 90Æ from the Moon.� The illuminated lunar fration assumes greater importane in determining the sky bak-ground than distane from the Moon, for Moon separations �> 50Æ. The hange in lunarilluminated fration is � 0:1 per day in the neighbourhood of quadratures, and thereforethis emphasises the importane of deriving onsistent partitioning between grey and brightategories; inonsistent partitioning is in general not ompensated for by the distributionof targets on the sky in relation to the Moon.� The sky brightness approahing full Moon, i.e. zero lunar phase angle, inreases stronglydue to the opposition e�et, whih arises from a ombination of shadow-hiding (the shad-ows of lunar partiles are oulted by the partiles themselves) and oherent baksattering(multiple sattering of sunlight o� lunar dust grains, predominantly in the bakward di-retion to the inident sunlight).For a given lunar phase, the fration of the night for whih the Moon is in the sky an vary by asmuh as � 25%, for the same reasons that the fration of the night whih is moonless does notonsistently estimate lunar phase (Setion 2.2). For example, at k = 0:65 the Moon an be inthe sky for � 65% to � 90% of astronomial darkness. This ould be taken into aount for eahnight by weighting the moonlit sky bakground by this fration to give a \mean" bakground forthe night, but on balane it is onsidered better to partition solely in terms of the sky brightnesswith the Moon in the sky, i.e. to partition in terms of the worst ase sky brightness � 90Æ fromthe Moon.3.2 Relative Observing EÆienyThe impat of an enhaned sky bakground on an observation of a given target is to redueobserving eÆieny; in the elevated bakground a longer integration is needed to ahieve thesame signal-to-noise ratio (see Appendix 2). Sheduling observations in darker onditions thanassumed, is, of ourse, also ineÆient; awards are made, and should be sheduled, in the ontextof a ommonly understood range of bakground levels.In Figure 3, the observing eÆieny relative to the V=21.9 moonless sky, "m;n, i.e. the ratioof integration times whih gives the same signal-to-noise ratio, is plotted as a funtion of lunarphase (as a proxy for sky brightness) for bakground-limited observations, and for a point-sourewith V = 21 in median seeing (0:700) in an optimal aperture. The urve for V = 21 is essentiallylinear over most of the lunar yle. The sharp drop in relative eÆieny at k � 0:95 is due tothe abrupt inrease in sky brightness aused by the opposition e�et.This �gure demonstrates the onsequene of inonsistent partitioning in terms of observingeÆieny. For example, for the 1990 example in Table 1, the grey night immediately preedingthe bright period has a lunar phase, k = 0:72, and the grey night immediately sueeding thebright period has lunar phase k = 0:35. For bakground-limited and V = 21 point-soureobservations on the former night, the observing eÆieny, exluding duty yle onsiderations,is less than half what it would be on the latter darker night, for the � 70% of eah night forwhih the Moon is in the sky. Similarly, the same observations on at least two of the preedinggrey nights are �> 35% less eÆient than on at least two of the bright nights in this period. Thelegay method is therefore internally inonsistent in how it apportions the three ategories.7
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Figure 3: Relative observing eÆieny, "m;n, omputed 90Æ from the Moon as a funtion ofilluminated lunar phase for the bakground-limited ase, and for a point soure with V = 21 inmedian seeing of 0:700, and in an optimal aperture.3.3 Partitioning By Sky Surfae BrightnessThe de�nition of grey and bright thresholds is to some extent arbitrary. What is important isthat the de�nition is both sensible and onsistent, and that it is understood and agreed in termsof its impat on observing eÆieny by appliants and TAC's, and adhered to in the shedulingproess.One of the goals of this rede�nition, onsisteny in terms of sky brightness and the range in thenumbers of nights in eah ategory over long baselines, is met by partitioning on sky brightness(illuminated lunar fration). In terms of sensibleness, the numbers of nights in eah ategoryshould not be greatly di�erent from the legay method, but a small inrease in the number ofgrey nights per semester, at the expense of bright nights, is desirable to better math demand.Averaged over a Saros yle (� 37 semesters), the same number of dark nights, four additionalgrey nights and four fewer bright night per semester result from the adopted partitioning sheme:Dark : 0:00 � k < 0:25Grey : 0:25 � k < 0:65Bright : 0:65 � k � 1:00where the illuminated fration is omputed for 0h UT. Illuminated fration hanges by � 0:1per day in the region of these thresholds, and this \resolution e�et" means that inonsisteniesin illuminated frations are onstrained to be �< 0:1 at the dark, grey and bright boundaries.The legay method over long baselines permits 0:12 �< k �< 0:76 for grey time, but still has fourfewer grey nights on average than the sky brightness sheme.8



In Table 2, the range and mean per lunation in the number of nights in eah ategory overa Saros yle is ompared for the legay method [old℄ and the sky surfae brightness method[new℄. This table also gives the predited zenith Vsky magnitude range for dark time and for themoonlit parts of the grey and bright ategories as de�ned by the sky surfae brightness method,orresponding to high elipti and galati latitude, and solar minimum.Table 2Category Nights [old℄ Nights [new℄ VskyDark 8-12 8-11 21.2-21.9h9:6i h9:6iGrey 5-9 6-9 19.9-21.2h7:2i h7:9iBright 11-15 10-14 18.0-19.9h12:7i h12:0iIn arbitrary lines-of-sight these ranges will be brighter by � 0:5 magnitude beause of the spatialvariation of the moonless sky, inluding the airmass dependene of airglow, i.e. the mean moon-less sky bakground is brighter by � 0:5 magnitude than the �gure of 21:9 magnitudes/arse2appropriate to high latitudes and small airmasses at solar minimum.As Benn and Ellison (1998) note, the e�et of the enhaned airglow at solar maximum is toinrease the mean sky brightness by � 0:4 magnitude, whih is approximately of the same sizeas the nightly hange in sattered moonlight. Therefore, near solar maximum it may be wiseto be somewhat more onservative in partitioning k, for example k < 0:2 for dark time, andk < 0:6 for grey time, but given the overall unertainties involved, this is probably not essential.In terms of observing eÆieny relative to the dark sky, these thresholds orrespond to a relativeobserving eÆieny of � 0:85 at the threshold of grey time, and � 0:45 at the threshold ofbright time for V = 21 point soures, and � 0:53 and 0:15 respetively for bakground-limitedobservations.4 SummaryThe algorithm used to de�ne dark, grey and bright ategories of telesope time at ING does notrelate diretly to the frational illumination of the Moon, and is inonsistent in its representationof the sky surfae brightness. It is shown that this ours beause it is does not take into aountthe daily hange in longitude of the Sun, and onsequently does not map onsistently onto thelunar illuminated fration.A method for better partitioning sky brightness, quanti�ed in terms of the impat on observingeÆieny, is derived using the illuminated lunar fration, k, as a proxy for sattered moonlight:k < 0:25 is dark, 0:25 � k < 0:65 is grey and k � 0:65 is bright. This sheme gives the same9



number of dark nights, four more grey nights and four fewer bright nights per semester on theaverage than the legay method, and has a smaller range in the numbers in eah ategory perlunation. The range in the V sky surfae brightness at low airmass and high galati and eliptilatitudes, and solar minimum, in the three ategories is 21:2� 21:9 for dark, 19:9� 21:2 for greyand 18:0� 19:9 for bright, and � 0:5 magnitude/arse2 brighter than this in the mean sky dueto the enhaned ontributions of airglow, zodiaal light and starlight.AknowledgementsIt is a pleasure to aknowledge useful disussions with Thomas Augusteijn and Rob Je�ries,and Steve Bell (NAO) for providing the lunar ephemerides on whih preliminary aspets of thisstudy are based.ReferenesBaldry, I.K. & Bland-Hawthorn, J., Mon. Not. R. Astron. So. 322, 201-205 (2001)Benn, C.R. & Ellison, S.L., ING Teh. Note 115, (1998)Krisiunas, K. & Shaefer, B.E., P.A.S.P. 103, 1033-1039 (1991)Meeus, J., Astronomial Algorithms, pub. Willmann-Bell (1998)I. Skillen28th February 2002[ING Tehnial Note 127℄
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Appendix 1 Sky Bakground EstimationFor onveniene, the formulae used to ompute sky brightness in the moonless and in the moonlitsky are summarised in this Appendix.A1.1 Moonless SkyBenn and Ellison (1998) �nd the median sky brightness of the moonless sky at low airmass, highgalati latitude and high elipti latitude, at Sunspot minimum, to be 21.9 magnitudes/arse2in V. They parameterise the moonless sky brightness in V in terms of ontributions from airglow,zodiaal light and starlight for a given line of sight asVsky = 27:78 � 2:5 log(Sair + Szod + Sstar) (3)where Sair = (145 + 130(S� � 0:8)=1:2)XSzod = 140� 90 sin� � < 60Æ= 60 � � 60ÆSstar = 100e�jbj=10Æand X is airmass, � is elipti latitude, b is galati latitude, and S� is the solar 10:7 � mradio ux density in MJy. S� is a proxy for the e�et of solar ativity on airglow, and variessinusoidally during the solar yle from � 0:8 MJy (minimum) to � 2:0 MJy (maximum).The moonless sky bakground is brighter at low elipti latitude by � 0:4 magnitude, brightenswith zenith distane, due to the airmass dependene of airglow, by � 0:3 magnitude at X � 1:5,and is brighter at solar maximum by � 0:4 magnitude. The variation in the mean sky brightnesswithin astronomial darkness is �< 0:1 magnitude, and the variation with extintion, AV , isnegligible for AV < 0:25 magnitude/airmass.A1.2 Moonlit SkyKrisiunas & Shaefer (1991) give a model for prediting the ontribution of sattered moonlightto the sky brightness at some airmass, X, in terms of the Moon's illuminated fration, its zenithdistane, angular distane from the Moon (the sattering angle), and extintion. Their single-sattering model omprises two types of atmospheri sattering (i) Mie sattering by aerosolsand (ii) Rayleigh sattering by atmospheri gases. Mie sattering is strongly forward, and soRayleigh sattering dominates the proess for sattering angles �> 90Æ.The hange in the V-band sky brightness due to sattered moonlight is�Vmoon = �2:5 log �Bmoon +B0(z)B0(z) � (4)where B0(z) is the moonless sky brightness at a zenith distane z, and Bmoon is the satteredmoonlight in linear units, and is given byBMmoon = f(�) I0 10�0:4 kV X(zm) h1 � 10�0:4 kV X(z)i (5)11



where f(�) is the sattering funtion, I0 is the illuminane of the Moon outside the atmosphere,kV is atmospheri extintion, X(z) = (1� 0:96 sin2(z))�0:5 is the sattering airmass of the line-of-sight and X(zm) is the airmass of the Moon. The sattering funtion, f(�), where � is thesattering angle, is f(�) = 105:36 h1:06 + os2(�)i+ 10(6:15��=40) (6)The illuminane of the Moon at the top of the atmosphere, I0, expressed in terms of the lunarphase angle, i, is I0 = 10�0:4[3:84 + 0:026i+ 4�10�9 i4℄ (7)Krisiunas & Shaefer estimate the auray of these formulae in prediting sattered moonlightin a line-of-sight to be within � 0:25 magnitude/arse2, from observational satter of atualmeasurements about the preditions. However, loal prevailing onditions, e.g. levels of atmo-spheri dust, will modulate the ontribution of sattered moonlight, and so on any given nightthe auray is probably loser to � 0:5 magnitude/arse2.For La Palma, these preditions are normalised, �2:4, to agree with measurements of sky bright-ness made at the JKT on a dust-free night in 1998, by Chris Benn. For other bands, e.g. UBRI,the sky bakground is estimated from the olours of moonlight, also measured at the JKT byChris Benn. These measurements show that moonlight is approximately grey in U, B and V,but reddens at R and I, and with inreasing lunar illumination:Table 4k 0.15 0.50 0.85 1.00V �R 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.8V � I 0.3 0.9 0.9 1.0These formulae enable on-the-y predition of the sky brightness in arbitrary lines-of-sight andat arbitrary times, so that in queue sheduled mode a reasonable math of sky brightness on-ditions with requirements an be attempted, and exposure times optimised. Early in the nightmeasurement of the sky brightness (during astronomial darkness) would improve the preditivepower of these formulae for that night, as would inlusion of a simple dust-sattering model forSummer periods, when dust an be a persistent ontributor to the sky bakground, espeiallyin the moonlit sky.In the ontext of queue observing, it is highly desirable that the pipeline proessing of imagingdata measures sky brightness in all images, so that its distribution and unertainty an be betterquanti�ed, and predition therefore made more aurate. This, together with well-alibratedinstruments, is essential for eÆient loading and exeution of the queue.
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Appendix 2 Sky Bakground and Observing EÆienyThe signal-to-noise ratio for an observation with a given telesope, instrument and detetor iss=n = QNttqQNtt+ np(Qp2Nbt+ �2r ) (8)where Q is the quantum eÆieny of the detetor, Nt is the total number of photons/seond fromthe target inident on the detetor in the seeing dis, Nb is the photons/seond/arse2 from thebakground inident on the detetor, assumed uniform over the seeing dis, np is the number ofpixels in the seeing dis, p is the pixel dimension in arse, t is integration time, and �r is therms detetor readout noise per pixel. For an imaging observation, where the instrumental/seeingpro�le is � arse FWHM, the number of pixels in an optimal aperture of radius � = 2�=3 isnp = �(�=p)2. Assuming Poisson-dominated noise (i.e. a negligible ontribution from readoutnoise), the signal-to-noise ratio is thens=n = Nts QtNt + ��2Nb (9)The relative observing eÆieny, "m;d, of a given target due to an enhaned bakground fromsattered moonlight, is the ratio of the exposure times, td; tm, whih ahieves the same arbitrarysignal-to-noise ratio (ignoring readout and duty yle onsiderations). Writing the bakground,Nb, as the sum of the moonless sky, Nd, and the ontribution from sattered moonlight, Nm,i.e. Nb = Nd +Nm, the relative observing eÆieny is, from (10)"m;d = tdtm = Nt + ��2dNdNt + ��2m(Nd +Nm) (10)where �d and �m reet the seeing in the dark and moonlit sky. In median seeing of � = 0:700, forexample, ��2d = ��2m � 0:68. For a target whih is already bakground-limited in the moonlesssky, ��2dNd � Nt and the bakground-limited relative observing eÆieny, in onstant seeing, is"m;d = NdNd +Nm (11)Therefore, with Poisson-dominated noise, relative observing eÆieny of a given soure in di�er-ent sky bakgrounds is the ratio of (s=n)2=t in eah bakground, and for equal exposure times,it is the ratio of (s=n)2 ahieved in eah bakground.The number of photons/seond from the target, Nt, inident on the detetor relates to the targetmagnitude, mt, for a partiular telesope and instrument asNt = �� Æ�� 10�0:4mt (12)where Æ� is the e�etive �lter bandpass and � � N0TaAmTtelTinst, and where N0 is the numberof photons/seond/�A/m2 orresponding to zero-magnitude at the top of the atmosphere, Tais the transmission of the atmosphere, Am is the olleting area of the telesope in m2, Ttelis the throughput of the telesope and Tinst is the throughput of the instrument. The numberof photons/seond/arse2 from the bakground, Nb, relates similarly to the sky bakgroundexpressed as a magnitude, mb magnitudes/arse2.Therefore, relative observing eÆieny of a given target at some wavelength in di�ering levels ofsky bakground is independent of both � and Æ�, i.e of telesope and of whether the observations13



are imaging or spetrosopi (approximating a spetrosopi alulation by a ontinuum imagingalulation in a narrow bandpass and irular aperture), and it is therefore a useful parameterfor quantifying the e�ets of partitions of telesope time as dark, grey and bright ategories,and for seletion of Observing Bloks in queue-sheduled mode.To ompute the relative observing eÆieny it is useful to write it in terms of magnitudes. Forexample, for the bakground-limited ase in V, assuming Vsky = 21:9 for the dark sky, "m;d inonstant seeing is "m;d = 1:74 � 100:4Vsky�9 (13)Similarly, (11) an be reast in terms of Vt and Vsky for the non bakground-limited ase inmedian seeing, as "m;d = 1 + 1:18� 100:4Vt�91 + 0:68 � 100:4(Vt�Vsky) (14)Signal-to-noise is often omputed in a non-optimal aperture of diameter equal to twie the seeing.This will a�et the omputed values of "m;d in the non bakground-limited ase; spei�ally, thenumerial onstants in (15) hange as 1:18 ! 2:68 and 0:68 ! 1:54, and so "m;d is of ourselower when omputed in a non-optimal aperture.
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